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There’s a wonderful saying that every saint has a past and every sinner a future! I suppose 

Ignatius never thought we’d be remembering his cannonball moment 500 years later! This 

was far from his finest moment. Yet the anniversary celebrations are about seeing all things 

new in Christ. In this novena to the Sacred Heart, we are being invited to look at Ignatius 

conversion story to help us recognise and encounter God’s steadfast presence in our own 

personal experiences…. to recognise the treasure of God’s great love for us always. 

Pamplona is a fortified town on the borders between Spain and France. In the sixteenth 

century, it was a political and geographical jewel in the crown, a strategic stronghold. Given 

his sense of complete loyalty to the King, Ignatius was determined at all costs to hold the 

fortress. It was also an opportunity to prove himself and move up in rank and reputation. 

Contrary to those with him, Ignatius refused to surrender. Such was the force of his 
persuasion that his troops were motivated by his gallantry and courage. He was willing to 

die for the cause and insisted that they fight to the end. Whether by nature or nurture he 

was blindly stubborn. The result was death and devastation. Ignatius’ poor decision cost 

lives, and he was severely wounded. A cannonball smashed both his legs.  Wounded and 

helpless, he was physically, emotionally, professionally in bits. 

Cannonballs arrive unexpectedly, wreaking havoc. In our own times, we have global 

experiences of Covid, climate crisis, wars, homelessness, human trafficking… and the 

personal cannonballs of illness, addiction, grief, betrayals in relationship…  

In today’s readings we also hear of unexpected happenings. All this week we have been 

listening to Tobit’s lifestory… at a time when he was experiencing utter desolation in his 
blindness. Today we hear of him taking stumbling steps to meet his son. Imagine his courage 

to reach out in welcome, to be seen as he is in his diminishment and devastation. We hear 

of his son’s physical intervention, blowing on his father’s eyes before putting on a remedy. 
He tells his dad to ‘Take Heart’, to trust him and then literally lifts off the cataracts from his 

father’s eyes. The gift of renewed sight releases gratitude, joy, delight in what is present.  

In the gospel too Mark has Jesus present what is totally unexpected – dialogue with the 

scribes about who Jesus really is. It is not exactly obvious at first. Mark deliberately reminds 

us that Jesus is in the temple - an ordinary setting - yet with the underlying message that 
God uses the mundane opportunities in our everyday lives to reveal God’s presence. 

Whereas John’s gospel introduces Jesus’ self-identification through his I AM approach – the 

Good Shepherd, the Bread of Life, the Way, Truth and Life - Mark subtly puts the question 

out to his audience, to us today to answer… ‘Who is at the centre of your life? The Lord 

God? some local leader or celebrity?’ There is no judgement is his question. He is simply 

raising awareness inviting us to look at our relationships. To ask yourself Who is Jesus for 

you? For Jesus’ contemporary audience the ‘Son of David’ reference hinted at his lineage 

from King David, a revered, wisdom figure. It was their version of our own “and where are 

you from? Who are your people?” Mark ends by letting us know the crowd’s reaction to his 
teaching… “the great majority heard this with delight”. They have been given the gift of 

insight and understanding… the one they hoped for is right here with them. God is 

alongside. 



Juxtaposing Ignatius’ experience in Pamplona with these readings offers us several points to 

ponder. Hearing about devastation might cause us initially to want to pullback. In the 
compassionate embrace of the Sacred Heart though, hear a gentle invitation to come closer 

into his heart, to take a look together at your own unexpected experiences through his 

loving lens. The word of God is alive and active… something living, speaking directly to our 

heart, to whatever is going on for us here and now. Like with Tobit, hear Jesus speak the 

words to you “Take Heart, Courage”. Feel the gentle breath of the Spirit on your face. Know 

God’s healing. What is Jesus revealing that you are now seeing with fresh eyes? For what 
are you most grateful in this moment? 

 

Sacred Heart of Jesus we place all our trust in you.  


